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a b s t r a c t

Various Internet of Things (IoT) devices, such as AI speakers, are being released with different functions
to improve user convenience and better life. An AI speaker ecosystem is a cloud-based IoT system built
around an AI speaker and IoT devices. In the near future, citizens in whole countries worldwide will be
helped in real life when AI-equipped devices are deployed in their homes. Typically, because AI speakers
are always operating, they can be used to provide vital evidence for digital forensics; however, privacy
issues may arise. AI speakers have provided evidence of murders in the United States and Mexico and are
being released without specific regulatory guidelines. In this study, we propose five digital forensic
analysis methods for four AI speaker models from different manufacturers released in the Republic of
Korea. The five proposed methods are applied to all the AI speaker models, and the results are presented
in the Appendix. In particular, we developed a forensic tool for collecting user command history for
NAVER Clova.
© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of DFRWS. This is an open access article under

the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

An AI speaker is a user-friendly convergence ecosystem that was
created by combining Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud computing.
The AI speaker ecosystem operates based on the cloud and provides
Q&A services through an AI-enabled speaker ecosystem. However,
an AI speaker plays a pivotal role as a system that controls various
IoT devices in cooperation with mobile devices, unlike general IoT
devices. Both the Q&A functions and control over an IoT product
family further highlight the need for digital forensic research. The
AI speaker market is growing rapidly worldwide, and Gartner
predicted “By 2020, 20% of citizens in developed countries will use
AI assistants to help them with an array of operational tasks.”
(Gartner, 2018). Given that every large-scale ITcompany has built or
linked this attractive AI speaker ecosystem, the AI speaker pene-
tration rate will continue to increase steadily. As a result, the
importance of AI speakers in digital forensics is also steadily
increasing. Market expansion has led to an increase in the number

of users and service providers, thus the corresponding vendors who
build the ecosystem has increased. In addition to the existing global
companies such as Google, Samsung, Apple, and Amazon, big Chi-
nese companies such as Xiaomi and Alibaba have also recently
launched AI speakers. Although the AI speaker ecosystem has just
been released, there are already a number of cases requiring digital
forensic investigation. In a 2015 murder in Arkansas in the United
States, Alexa, an AI speaker, was found at the scene of the crime and
provided evidence, and Amazon cooperated with the investigation
of the Alexa user who was allegedly murdered. The suspect was
found not guilty in 2017 (Chavez, 2017). In a 2017 double murder
case where two women were murdered in New Hampshire, USA,
the judge ordered Amazon to turn over the records from an AI
speaker (Osborne, 2018). In Mexico in 2017, 911 was called by an AI
speaker answering a question, “Did you call the police?”which was
asked by a man to his girlfriend while making death threats
(Hassan, 2017). In this case, he was arrested at the scene immedi-
ately, but the AI speaker still provided key evidence. In the future, as
soon as an AI speaker is found at the scene of incident, it will be
treated as key evidence.

However, AI speakers cannot provide their location, even
though they store a lot of data based on the cloud, and packets
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encrypted with TLS-based communication conceal data. We do not
know where constantly operating speakers record voice recogni-
tion data, how they store voice data, and how personal information
is stored. Even now, this emerging cloud-based platform is infi-
nitely proliferatingwithout separate legal guidelines. Fortunately, if
digital forensic studies including this study are actively carried out,
they will provide useful references and contribute to the safety of
society.

In this paper, we perform digital forensic analyses of four AI
speaker models from major Internet portals (NAVER and KAKAO)
and mobile communication companies (SKT and KT) that are being
commercialized in the Republic of Korea. The AI speaker industry in
the Republic of Korea is rapidly growing, and the major speakers
that are commercialized, released, and serviced can be narrowed to
four as mentioned above. The AI speakers covered in this paper are
Clova of NAVER, Kakao I of KAKAO, NUGU of SKT, and GiGA Genie of
KT respectively. NAVER operates the top portal site (www.naver.
com) in the Republic of Korea, and KAKAO operates ‘Kakao Talk’,
the top messenger service. SKT and KT are the first and second-
largest telecommunication companies (mobile telecom service
providers) in the Republic of Korea, and both companies control
approximately 70% of the market (Song, 2018). These four com-
panies dominate most Korean AI speaker markets. Samsung has
built an AI ecosystem in their smartphone, but their speaker is not
shown yet on the market. In this paper, we propose five digital
forensic analysis methods and introduce a user history artifact
collection tool for NAVER Clova based on proposed analysis
methods. All the results from these four AI speaker ecosystems are
shown in Appendix A, which shows the effectiveness of our five
proposed analysis methods. Especially, the detailed analysis
method and practice are illustrated through the case study of Clova.

This paper is composed as follows. Section 2 describes digital
forensic techniques related to existing digital forensic studies on
similar platforms and explains digital forensic techniques related to
the proposed analysis methods. In Section 3, we propose five digital
forensic analysis methods in an AI speaker ecosystem. Section 4
provides a detailed description of the five proposed analysis
methods, and then we explain the actual applied method and
analysis results from the NAVER Clova case study. Section 5 de-
scribes a digital forensic analysis tool for NAVER Clova. Section 6
discusses the limitations and implications of this paper. Section 7
concludes the analysis results and provides direction for future
studies. Please note that the paper focuses on the NAVER Clova, and
the differences between the speakers found during the analysis are
briefly described in the corresponding sections.

2. Related research

Digital forensic research on various IoT devices and services,
including AI speakers, is actively being conducted. In 2013 (Oriwoh
et al., 2013), asserted that an analysis of hardware, software, and
networks should be considered when applying digital forensics to
IoT. In 2015 (Perumal et al., 2015), proposed amore empirical digital
forensic model that can be used during an actual investigation. In
2016 (Kebande and Ray, 2016), constructed a digital forensics
investigation framework, not just models. As recent research on IoT
(Boztas et al., 2015), showed that it is possible to intuitively acquire
more useful data for digital investigation from hardware than
software by performing a digital forensic study targeting smart TV
from the perspective of hardware. A digital forensic framework that
includes analytic techniques and tools for the Amazon Alexa
ecosystem, including AI speakers, was proposed in Chung et al.
(2017). The depth and breadth of digital forensic research has

been increasing continuously since the commercialization of IoT.
As mentioned previously, IoT environments are primarily cloud-

based, and in the case of an AI speaker ecosystem, it is more cloud-
centric than other platforms. In the cloud environment, it is difficult
to perform digital forensics with existing methods because it
communicates using an Android mobile application or encryption
protocols, such as the HTTPS protocol. In Lin et al. (2015), cloud-
based network forensics was performed using the man-in-the-
middle (MITM) technique to solve this problem. As a method for
performing MITM, it is common to intercept an authentication
certificate as shown in Soghoian and Stamm (2011), and it is
possible to use a vulnerability in the case of an encryption packet
using the HTTPS protocol as in Callegati et al. (2009); Burkholder
(2002). In this paper, we also used MITM to analyze communica-
tion between cloud and Android mobile. However, unlike existing
studies that only analyzed the content of packets, we determined
the server configuration in the cloud and the information stored in
the server by collecting the information such as IP, domain, user's
credentials, etc. included in multiple packets.

In Android mobile applications, forensic data collection, and
analysis requires identifying the Android-specific data storage
structures accessible by privileges. In Lessard and Kessler (2010),
data storage structures were classified based on access rights and
methods. Storage format and the generation structure of stored
datawere analyzed in Immanuel et al. (2015). The analysis in Chung
et al. (2017) focused on the web cache, which is stored data
generated by Amazon Alexa. These studies show that it is important
to consider the storage structure, access rights, the type of gener-
ated data inherent to the platformwhen analyzing Android mobile
applications. In this study, not only the analysis of the web cache
but also all the data generated by the application is analyzed to
derive voice response information, user information, voice com-
mand time information, etc. On the one hand, forensics using
application decompilation require static and dynamic analysis
techniques for source code. The importance of static analysis was
also mentioned in forensic analysis research for malware detection
(Spreitzenbarth, 2013). On the other hand (Desnos and Gueguen,
2011), proved that the dynamic analysis technique is also essen-
tial by extracting useful detailed information that cannot be ob-
tained by static analysis through dynamic analysis of variables,
fields, andmethods in Dalvik byte code. The decompilation analysis
proposed in this paper also includes digital forensic analysis using
both techniques. In the previous Amazon Alexa study, no mention
of the information available through the decompilation. In addi-
tion, the AI speaker chip-off analysis had remained as a future
project. These analyses could be a very important analysis that can
cross-validate the results of other analyses.

Knowledge and many practices of the EXT4 file system are
required to analyze the chip-off image from an AI speaker, and the
analysis of the EXT4 file system data structures was conducted in
Wong (2018). Recently, research on reconstructing deleted files
based on EXT4 metadata was conducted on IoT devices that use
EXT4 as default file system like Android (Jo et al., 2018). We used
these studies to restore and analyze deleted files when performing
chip-off image analysis (Lee et al., 2019).

3. Forensic analysis of AI speaker ecosystem

An AI speaker ecosystem is classified as an IoT system and
operates in conjunctionwith various IoT devices and services, but it
has major components that are central to it. With an AI speaker or
mobile application as its center, this system can be linked to most
Internet-based services, including basic AI secretary services. Thus,
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it stores and communicates various data that can be useful for
digital forensics, such as personal information, cloud storage in-
formation, and a user's whereabouts. Fig. 1 shows the major com-
ponents constituting an AI speaker ecosystem, which targeted with
the proposed analysis technique. This diagram can be divided into a
network forensic area, mobile forensic area, and AI speaker forensic
area. This diagram also shows total 5 analysis techniques: packet
analysis via an AI speaker, packet analysis via Android mobile apps,
Android directory analysis, Android application package (APK)
decompilation analysis, and AI speaker chip-off analysis. Android
mobile applications are a major part of AI speaker ecosystem, and it
was determined that there exist various applications that support
user recognition to provide AI secretary services directly without
using an AI speaker. Understanding the need for analyzing these
applications, we defined three forensic components in order to
thoroughly analyze all components. The analysis techniques of
network forensic area consist of packet analysis via an AI speaker
and packet analysis via an Android mobile app. The analysis tech-
niques of in the mobile forensic area consists of android directory
analysis, APK decompilation analysis. Finally, AI speaker forensic
area consists of chip-off image analysis of AI speaker.

3.1. Packet analysis via AI speaker

Packet analysis via AI speaker analyzes the communication
process between an AI speaker and the cloud. This corresponds to
the Network Forensic Area in Fig. 1, where packets sent from an AI
speaker to the cloud via the AP(Access Point) in real time from the
AP. Unlike smartphones, it is very difficult to set up a certificate on
an AI speaker, so setting up a proxy is difficult. Therefore, analysis is
possible only for HTTP communication.

3.2. Packet analysis via android mobile app

Packet analysis via an Android mobile app is used to analyze
communication between an application and the cloud. This corre-
sponds to the Network Forensic Area in Fig. 1, where packets sent
from the Android mobile app to the cloud via the AP are collected in
real time. Unlike an AI speaker, an Android mobile app allows the
approach via MITM through the proxy setting, which enables
packet analysis of HTTPS communication (Lin et al., 2015; Soghoian
and Stamm, 2011; Callegati et al., 2009; Burkholder, 2002).
Communication with cloud exchanges mostly JSON data (Chung
et al., 2017), which includes meaningful information about the
user of the device.

3.3. Android directory analysis

Android directory analysis corresponds to the Mobile Forensic
Area in Fig.1. Data stored in a smart phone is collected and analyzed
using the Android mobile app. The Android mobile app commu-
nicates with the cloud while using applications, such as an AI
speaker configuration and voice commands. During this process,
some of the data exchanged with the cloud is stored in the appli-
cation directory. Meaningful artifacts such as personal information,
information on a connected speaker, and voice command infor-
mation can be obtained by analyzing the Android mobile applica-
tion directory.

3.4. APK decompilation analysis

The analysis technique described in Section 3.4 corresponds to
Mobile Forensic Area and describes how to obtain artifacts for

Fig. 1. Diagram of the AI speaker ecosystem analysis components.
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Android mobile app to provide an AI speaker service. An Android
mobile app communicates with the cloud to process the user's
voice input, mainly using the REST API. By analyzing this data, it is
possible to acquire the RESTAPI address and the data transmitted to
the server, and the other data stored in the server or stored in the
device can be presumptive and classified. Furthermore, accessing
the cloud directly through the acquired data can aid digital forensic
investigation without the constraints of configuring the AI
ecosystem.

Information sent from the AI speaker and application to the
cloud with details is analyzed by decompiling the Android mobile
application. The results can be used as cross-validation data for
results from other analyses.

3.5. AI speaker chip-off analysis

AI speaker chip-off image analysis corresponds to the AI speaker
forensic area in Fig. 1, which is an image-based digital forensic
analysis technique. An AI speaker is an Android-based speaker
device that communicates the user's voice inputs and voice re-
sponses. Therefore, this analysis technique affects the analysis of
the Android mobile application and the AI speaker communication
packets. In addition, most Android devices have system partitions,
which can affect APK decompilation because installation applica-
tions are present on the partitions. ID information required for the
cloud to recognize the user, the user's personal information, and
information related to the use history are stored in an AI speaker,
which can be used for digital forensics.

When the AI speaker is physically disassembled and dumped,
analysis of the AI speaker image on the internal memory chip be-
gins. Because an AI speaker communicates directly with the cloud
that provides the AI speaker service through the user's voice, this
analysis can be used to obtain factors that are used to identify a
device and its user in the cloud. In addition, since personal infor-
mation can be identified, e.g., the user's name and address, the
analyst may be able to obtain meaningful information when per-
forming actual digital forensic analysis. Detailed techniques include
data accumulation, chip-off and dump, file system identification,
directory structure analysis, file signature and keyword analysis,
and deleted file recovery.

4. Practicing to collect and analyze artifacts in AI speaker
ecosystems

4.1. Packet analysis via AI speaker & android mobile apps

An AI speaker and an Android mobile app use HTTP and HTTPS
protocols to communicate with the cloud. The Android mobile app
can communicate directly with the cloud and is used to set the
communication section between the AI speaker and the cloud
through connection and configuration of an AI speaker. Themethod
for collecting and analyzing data from an AI speaker and Android
mobile app requires the same analytical techniques because an AI
speaker connected through an Android mobile app uses HTTP and
HTTPS protocols for communication with cloud, just like the
Android mobile app. However, since HTTPS requires the use of a
web proxy, there is a difference in whether a certificate can be
installed in the target device. This section introduces methods for
collecting data from an AI speaker and Android mobile app, and the
methods for analyzing HTTPS-encrypted communication are dis-
cussed. First, we configure an environment for capturing AI speaker
packets and collect the usage data for AI speaker and an Android
mobile app in real time. If it is difficult to set up a proxy for an AI
speaker, we use Wireshark for data collection. Telerik's Fiddler web
proxy, a secure HTTP protocol decoder, is used for Android mobile

apps with proxy settings. Fiddler can decrypt protected traffic using
the MITM technique. In order to view the contents of a packet after
intercepting the certificate used by the HTTPS protocol through
Fiddler, Fiddler's certificate must be installed on the smartphone.

Fig. 2 shows the packet capture environment for the afore-
mentioned data collection method. This figure is based on the
Android mobile app and a includes Note PC used as an AP that
mediates communication between the Android mobile app and the
cloud, Android mobile apps, a NAVER Clova AI speaker, and IoT
Devices (1e4 in Fig. 2, respectively). The blue solid line in the figure
indicates connections between devices. All communication occurs
via the AP, and the IoT device, application, speaker, and the cloud
are all connected to AP. The yellow line indicates the direction of
data communication, and packet data between the application and
the cloud is communicated bidirectionally via the AP. At this time,
the AP can collect packet data that each device communicates with
the cloud in real time.

Data are collected for all supported functions by referring to the
command manual provided by the AI speaker's manufacturer. The
data collected through the Android mobile app can be used to
analyze HTTPS communication through the proxy setting. Thus, the
user profile and important information between the cloud and the
Android mobile app can be collected. Therefore, one can be ex-
pected that a meaningful result can be obtained by analyzing the
data collected while using the application, such as login informa-
tion, in which the user's account can be acquired.

When analyzing the collected data, the main communication
server, function for each server, and HTTP/HTTPS packet data are
analyzed. A summary of the significant artifacts derived from the
analysis of the collected data is provided in Appendix A.

Information that can be derived from analysis of the collected
data includes user account information, the access token used by AI
speaker to communicate with the cloud, information on connected

Fig. 2. Clova ecosystem testbed.

Table 1
NAVER Clova's account artifact.

Field Value

birthday 19**-0*-*8
callname shin*****hun
email si****00*@*an**r.com
gender M
name shin*****hun
nickname hoo**hun
profile_image_url https://ssl.pstatic.net/static/pwe/address/img_profile.png
user_id s*h**47
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devices, device usage time, history of commands given to a device,
information regarding data stored in the cloud, and the internal
structure of the cloud.

Typically, in the case of NAVER Clova, the prod-ni-cic.clova.ai
server has the highest communication share in all functions and
stores user information. It is possible to obtain meaningful artifacts
from the server.

Table 1 shows information on a user's account stored in the
prod-ni-cic.clova.ai server. The artifacts can be obtained by
analyzing the data collected during the login process. This infor-
mation is in JSON format and is returned from the server, and it is
possible to obtain detailed information about a user's account, such
as their birthday, callname, email, gender, name, nickname, profile
image, and user_id.

Table 2 shows the artifacts of the command history stored in the
prod-ni-cic.clova.ai server. These artifacts can be obtained by
analyzing the data collected while using the application. This in-
formation is in JSON format and is returned from the server. The
cloud server stores up to 100 commands, and Table 2 indicates one
of 100 stored commands. From the analysis of these artifacts, we
can obtain information such as the clientName and deviceName
used by a user in a voice command, actionList::value (the device
operation content for a command), paragraphText (the voice
response content for a command), domain (the type of a com-
mand), query (the content of a command), and time (command
time). If we know the access token, these artifacts can be acquired
through a replay attack or by sending a packet directly to the prod-
ni-cic.clova.ai server.

Table 3 shows information on the access tokens stored in the
auth.clova.ai server. These artifacts can be obtained by analyzing
the data collected during the login process. This information is in
JSON format and is returned from the server. This information is
used for communication with the prod-ni-cic.clova.ai server. The
token validity period can be expressed as follows and is valid for a
period of 150 days.

4.2. Android directory analysis

Information from the configuration file on the user's personal
information and cloud communication data can be stored in the
directory of Android mobile app. Android directory analysis collects
and analyzes stored data and derives significant information.
Android directory analysis consists of three steps: preliminary data
collection, primary data collection, and data analysis. The final
result summarizing the significant information derived from an
analysis of the collected data is provided in Appendix A. The
following section shows a detailed process for collecting and

analyzing data from a NAVER Clova Android mobile app.
Android rooting and identify package name are the pre-

requisites required for data collection. Generally, data from an
Android mobile app is stored in the '/data/data' subdirectory as the
package name of the application, which we cannot access without
root user privileges. Therefore, we need to perform Android rooting
to access data on the Android mobile app. Android rooting uses the
Odin tool, Samsung's Android smartphone repair program. After
that, the identify package name is used to identify the path of the
directory of the Android mobile app to be analyzed. Identify
package name uses the ADB tool. Table 4 shows the result of
obtaining the package name from NAVER Clova using ADB.

ADB is used to extract the NAVER Clova directory to be analyzed
during the data collection step. There are three data extraction
times: right after installing the Android mobile app, after using the
Android mobile app, and after logging out. The data extracted right
after installing the Android mobile app is compared with the data
extracted after using the application. By analyzing data with
different data collection times, it is possible to see how the data
changes in the process of using the application. At the time of using
the Android mobile app, we need to utilize all supported functions
specified the manuals provided by the manufacturer of each AI
speaker in order to accumulate all the data that can be generated.
The data extracted after logging out from the Android mobile app
can be used to determine previous usage history when the subject
of an investigation logs out to conceal the usage history. Table 5
shows information on the data of the three points collected on
the NAVER Clova.

The techniques used in the data analysis step include directory
structure analysis, file signature analysis, and detailed analysis.
These analyses are performed sequentially, and the results of prior
analysis are used for further analysis. File signature analysis can be
used to restore file extensions, and files containing useful infor-
mation are selected and analyzed in detail. Details of each analysis
technique are as follows:

Directory structure analysis is performed to determine the
depth of each directory, number of files, their sizes, and the purpose
of the directory. This allows us to see the information and storage
paths stored on their smartphones when users use the Android
mobile app.

File signature and keyword search is used to determine the file
signature of the data collected using a hex editor. Typical file sig-
natures include JPEG (FF D8 FF E0) and PNG (89 50 4E 47), and
keywords include SQLite format and <xml>. This allows us to
restore the original file or restore the file with no extension.

Detail analysis is used to analyze details of the data using the
exclusive viewer for the file where the file signature and keyword
are analyzed. For the detail analysis, if the restored file is a DB file,
we can use the DB browser for SQLite, andwe can use XMLViewer if

Table 2
NAVER Clova's history artifact.

Field Value

clientName FRIENDS
deviceName SALLY
dialogRequestId 09296c90-bd8e-4edf-af5a-3c35a40427c5
messageId c2e8523c-b719-4f3e-ab5a-68736876ea9a
actionList::type Action
actionList::value clova://device-control?command ¼

Increase&target ¼ volume
paragraphText::type String
paragraphText::value Volume increased
domain Control
query Increase the volume three levels
id 586248fa-33d7-49f6-9203-c79935b7ea70
requestId 0c23cd9d-3368-48ee-bb63-5f4a91db343c
time 2018-06-21T13:58:59 þ 09:00

Table 3
NAVER Clova's access token.

Field Value

access_token K01izy2NSkSWeH37yX9dUg
expires_in 12960000
refresh_token AA0EudH-QbGw8mQx8hVPJg
token_type Bearer

Table 4
NAVER Clova package collection details.

Application Name Package Name Version

NAVER Clova com.naver.nozzle 2.11.0
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it is XML file (Lessard and Kessler, 2010).
The following is an example showing the results obtained from

NAVER Clova with the above three analysis techniques.
NAVER Clova's directory analysis result is shown in Fig. 3. This

figure shows the structure of the directory that stores significant
data, where insignificant directories are excluded. Table 6 shows
the results from analyzing the meaning of the information in each
folder based on directory structure analysis.

File signature analysis is applied to files without an extension.
Fig. 4 shows the signature analysis results of a file that lost its
extension using HxD, and we confirmed that it is a .db file. Table 7
shows the major artifacts obtained as a result of analyzing the file
signatures in each directory.

The results of Detail analysis performed for major artifacts

obtained through the file signature analysis are summarized as
follows:

# Webview data: Data related to Webview is stored in a web data
file in app_webview directory, and the web data file can be
determined to be SQLite DB file through file signature analysis.
Fig. 5 shows the results of a detailed analysis for a web data file.
Information in the web data file is stored in the autofill table,
and the name field is the attribute of the storage information,
and the value field is the value of the attribute in the name field.
We can confirm that the web data file contains information such
as the user name, phone number, and address. We also
confirmed that the previous user's informationwas stored, even

Table 5
NAVER Clova package collection details.

Collection Point Number of Files Size

Installing Application 19/151 1,721,908 Byte
Using Application 25/1683 106,853,251 Byte
Sign out Application 25/1770 107,625,050 Byte

Fig. 3. Directory entry of the Android NAVER Clova application.

Table 6
Directory information.

Directory Name Purpose

app_webview Web contents during application operation
Cache Cache files generated
└ clova Speaker's voice response file
shared_prefs Saving application settings

Fig. 4. File signature identification using the HxD program.

Table 7
NAVER Clova application directory artifacts.

Client Artifact Type Path File Name

Webview data X app_webview/ web data
Voice command data MP3 cache/clova/ *.mp3
User setting data XML shared_prefs/ clova.xml

Fig. 5. Web Data file with added extension (.db).

Fig. 6. Extracted file with recorded voice response.
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after logging out of the application. This allows us to identify key
information, such as the name and telephone number, even
when an investigation subject has logged out in order to conceal
his/her usage history.

# Voice response data: It can be confirmed that voice response
data is stored in the cache/clova directory as an mp3 file. As
shown in Fig. 6, the file is named nvoice_<hashvalue>, and it
can be confirmed that the response to the user's voice command
is stored.

# User setting data: This data has an xml extension, and user
information is stored in the clova.xml file in the shared_prefs
directory. Fig. 7 shows the user's login account information, his/
her home and company addresses, and GPS information stored
in the clova.xml file. It was confirmed that after logging out of
the application, the login account information of the previous
user is deleted, but some setting information such as home
address and company address is not deleted.

4.3. APK decompilation analysis

The static analysis and dynamic analysis processes are used for
decompilation-based forensic analysis of an Android mobile app.
Static analysis uses JaDX (Dupuy and JD-Gui, 2012) for host-
language level code inspection and apktool (Winsniewski, 2012)
for baksmaling, a preliminary process for smali code analysis and
modification. The APK may need to be modified in order to obtain
meaningful artifacts. In this case, it is possible to modify the
Android mobile app by modifying smali by referring to the Java
bytecode (Paller, 2012) and recompiling it using apktool's smaling
function. The next step is to re-sign the packed APK after
recompiling and make it ready for installation. The generated APK
is used for dynamic analysis. Dynamic analysis uses ADB (Android
debug bridge) to analyze Android Logcat generated by the appli-
cation. The operation mechanism can be identified from the log, or
the transmitted/received data and URI information can be selected
and analyzed.

Decompilation-based forensic analysis techniques are divided
into six analysis techniques, such as call-hierarchy analysis, string-
based search analysis, obfuscated class/method reconstruction,
Dalvik bytecode analysis/modification, line-by-line inquiry, and
Logcat-based dynamic analysis.

Call-hierarchy analysis - We can use JaDX's find call-usage
function or call-hierarchy analysis function provided by the IDE
by importing the decompiled source into a Java IDE.

String-based search analysis - Depending on the type of arti-
fact, the signature of the retrieval scheme must be changed, which
is not difficult for analysts; thus, this technique has the highest
analytical efficiency. This can be done using the Find function in
JaDX.

Obfuscated class/method reconstruction e While conducting
an analysis, there may be a need to restore the class/method
obfuscated by the obfuscator to their original forms in order to
grasp their behavior. In this case, class/method reconstruction is

required and contributes to the processivity of an analysis tech-
nique, indicating relatively high efficiency. We analyze the routine
of an Android application by referring to the existing open-source
library.

Dalvik bytecode analysis/modification e This analysis tech-
nique is usedwhen the high-level language disassembler, e.g., JaDX,
does not operate normally owing to binary obfuscation, or when
the method fails to decompile owing to other factors, and it has a
relatively low efficiency. Its modificationwith transplant-generated
smali code after semi-automated build using an IDE is easier. In
other cases, this is done by referring to the Dalvik op-code. Dalvik
bytecode analysis requires a higher analytical level than that of Java,
and so an analyst's expertise is also required.

Code line-by-line inquiring - In case an analysis of Java code
fails (except Dalvik bytecode analysis), an obfuscation routine can
be determined by inquiring and analyzing code line-by-line.
However, when an application uses many lines of code, it re-
quires more long time to analyze, and is used as the last static
analysis method.

Logcat-based dynamic analysis - This can be performed after
routine analysis of the debugging code block, or after Dalvik byte-
code modification. In Android Logcat, logs are generated by threads
within the application. In this case, an intentional log output result
can be obtained through Dalvik bytecode modification.

Using these six techniques in the NAVER Clova first requires a
static analysis and loading the Clova APK file into JaDX. It should
also be determined whether to use the Android.Log package as a
signature string related to debugging. A string-based search is used

Fig. 7. XML file containing the user's address.

Fig. 8. Reconstructing obfuscated methods from Clova Beta.
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to locate the logging procedure.
As shown in Fig. 8, the debugging method was found in Clova

Beta andwas not removed. The names of the top twomethodswere
arbitrarily assigned by JaDX at decompiling time, which were
originally obfuscated. The lower two methods were reconstructed
by analyzing the obfuscated routines.

The debugging routine is not much different from an empty
class and methods in the Beta version of NAVER Clova. This routine
only adds a few additional functions. In this case, we can proceed
with the Dalvik bytecode transplantation, which is possible only
with some bytecode additions and modifications.

Fig. 9 shows the smali file of the baksmalied result as modified
from Clova Beta. Now we apply this smali code to the latest Clova
version and perform smaling to repackage the APK. However, this
type of automatic smali code modification is only possible if the
code is at the end so that the callee does not exist. Other smali that
require injection are analyzed and built with reference to Dalvik
bytecode.

Fig. 10 shows the debug log of the application extracted through
ADB. The operation mechanism can be identified through this log.

As shown in Fig. 11, the final URL artifact and the data to be
transmitted in the Android Logcat analysis through the additional
Dalvik bytecode injection were collected, as shown in Table 8. This
coincides with the results from packet analysis, which shows that it
is possible to perform cross validation.

4.4. AI speaker chip-off analysis

During the data accumulation step, it is not possible to know the
environment in which the AI speaker is used. Therefore, all the
supported functions based on the user manual are used in order to
accumulate all possible data. Detailed analysis such as filesystem
identification, directory structure analysis, file signature, keyword

search, and deleted file recovery are performed after the flash
memories containing accumulated data are collected as images by a
specialist company.

Fig. 12 shows an enlarged view of the Flash memory in the
NAVER Clova AI speaker, which will be discussed intensively in this
section. This Flash memory is a Micron MT29TZZZ8D5JKEZB model
and is an MLC NAND-based low power Flash with 8 GB capacity.
Returning to the previous state and data modification are impos-
sible after chip-off. Therefore, during data accumulation, all

Fig. 9. Target smali file of bytecode injected APK.

Fig. 10. Operation log from the modified application.

Fig. 11. HTTP request/response log from the modified application.

Table 8
NAVER Clova's URL artifacts.

Behavior URL Artifact

Speech recognition https://prod-ni-cic.clova.ai/v1/directives
Full-text processing https://prod-ni-cic.clova.ai/v2/events
Command history https://prod-ni-cic.clova.ai/internal/v1/query/history
Internal ping https://prod-ni-cic.clova.ai/ping

Fig. 12. Flash memory after chip-off (NAVER Clova Speaker).

Table 9
NAVER Clova's chip-off image partitions.

Partition Name Size Used Filesystem

cache 1.0 GB 160 KB EXT4
system 1.2 GB 355 MB EXT4
userdata 4.8 GB EXT4
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possible data should be accumulated by utilizing all functions
supported by the AI speaker. After chip-off, information on parti-
tions is organized as shown in Table 9, and the file system is
discerned.

Table 9 shows the three main partitions, excluding the driver
and simple configuration partition, as well as partitions with
meaningless information, e.g., copied partitions, booting area, and
backup. The primary partitions store information that can be useful
to forensic analysts, such as user information, account configura-
tion, and even voice response record. These three partitions occupy
96% of the total Clova data capacity (7,809,925,315 bytes).

4.4.1. Detailed analysis
File system identification collects overview information from

the chip-off images and then analyzes the metadata at the front of
the collected image to identify the file system. In the file system
identification step, the type of file system is identified, and it is
confirmed whether there are multiple partitions in the image, as in
the case of KT GiGA Genie. In the case of the GiGA Genie, the first
boot area is uniquely created, and there are several partitions in one
image. However, we were able to accurately determine size and
offsets of each partition using the file system metadata.

As shown in Fig. 13, most file systems can be distinguished by
their unique signatures marked at the beginning of a partition or
using patterns in specific fields according to their offsets. The
Android operating system is used in all the AI speakers examined in
this study; Android is based on Linux and uses the EXT4 file system
as the default option. The result of our identification reveals that
one or more EXT4 file system partitions were detected in the chip-
off images of all four AI speakers. The three main partitions of the
Clova speakers selected above also use the EXT4 file system.

Directory structure analysis is used to roughly outline the in-
ternal partitions of the image after file system determination.
When identifying the directory structure, the depth of each folder
and the number and size of all files are identified. Table 10 shows
part of the results from directory structure analysis for NAVER
Clova. It represents the four largest directories by capacity, and the
final result shows that major artifacts have been found in the three
folders (except dalvik-cache). Only simple Android-related binaries
are found in the dalvik folder. In this table, the numbers in the
Folders and Files columns refer to the number of folders and files
that exist directly under the path, and the numbers in the columns
of Total Folders and Total Files refer to the total number of folders
and files contained in the path.

File signature and keyword search is used to locate the files
that correspond to themajor artifacts that can be of practical help in
digital investigation after the directory structure is identified. The
most important thing in file signature search is the audio related
files (mp3, wmv, and wav) that can contain the user's voice or
response voice. Configuration files (.xml, .json) and database
related files (.db, .json). (.xml, .json) are also searched. In addition to
the file signature search technique, keyword search was also used,
and keywords include voice, log, version, release, time, and journal.
In addition, filenames found during Android directory analysis can
be registered as important keywords. For example, in the Clova
application on a smartphone, if a specific file name appears

repeatedly while the response data is being stored as a voice file,
the word is selected as a keyword and searched. In addition, the
system configuration (version, release), user activity log (log, time),
and file recording order (journal) in the file are searched and
analyzed.

Deleted file recovery is used to analyze deleted artifacts due to
power down during chip-off after the file search and analysis is
completed. This analysis tries to recover a deleted file and repeats
the detailed analysis steps for the recovered data. Fortunately, all
major partitions used the EXT4 file system, so we could try file
recovery on all four AI speakers (Lee et al., 2019; Wong, 2018).

4.4.2. NAVER Clova's chip-off image analysis result
Most of the artifacts that are meaningful from a digital forensic

perspective can be found in the userdata partition. The cache
partition stores the data related to the update, and it is possible to
restore the update file by recovering the deleted file. The system
partition contains information on installed APK and configuration
options.

The cache partition records information (e.g., time and version)
on the most recent update centered on the 'update.zip' file shown
in Fig. 14. However, update.zip (recovered) was a deleted file,
leaving only traces. Fortunately, we were able to recover the file
that was the core of the partition through EXT4 metadata analysis.
The hex data in Fig. 14 shows the directory entry of the deleted file,
which is update.zip, and the compressed file below shows the
restoration result. This can be a subject of further research that can
be performed by in-depth analysis of the update image.

The system partition stores .apk files, .so files, and executable
binaries. These are used in APK decompilation analysis. The user-
data partition contains most of user-related personal information
and configuration information; this is the primary analysis target
and the highest priority partition in an actual investigation.

Fig. 15 shows the directory structure of the images collected
from chip-off and shows a folder structure containing themain files
with meaningful data, excluding a large number of meaningless
folders from the image. The main files in the folder named in Fig. 15
and the information that the files contain are as follows:

# BluetoothInfoKey: This .xml file stores the user's personal in-
formation and Bluetooth connection information, as shown in
Fig. 16. Information on the smartphone user and the smart-
phone itself linked to the speaker, such as the device's mac
address and device type, and name of the user.

# UseInfoKey: This .xml file stores various key values from per-
sonal information, such as a user's location and address. The
user can be specified from the input address or latitude and
longitude, or the user can be clearly specified using the key
values when search and confiscation is requested. Although not
shown in the figure, the file has the home address information
of the user written in Korean.

# notification_log: This is a .db file. Although this is a file in the
SQL list database format containing multiple tables, its primary
data is only a log table. Fig. 17 shows a comparison of the
maximum and minimum values of the 'event_time_ms' field in

Fig. 13. File signature of EXT4 file system (NAVER Clova).

Table 10
NAVER Clova's directory information.

Path Folders Files Total Folders Total Files Size (MB)

/ 36 0 592 618 175
/dalvik-cache 1 0 1 70 170
/misc 35 0 301 158 2.56
/system 13 24 85 19 0.98
/data 36 0 130 66 1.08
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the corresponding file. This file provides a rough idea of how
long AI speakers have been used. Several kinds of package
names and illegible broken values are shown in the 'key' field.
We could find the pattern that the pkg (package) call sequences
of 'friendsettings', 'friendsnocker' and 'friendssound' are always
called whenever the AI speaker is turned on. And this can prove
that someone was with the AI speaker at that time.

# nvoice: Themp3 files shown in Fig.18 are extracted as a result of
restoring deleted files. However, all files except that highlighted
above are overwritten with metadata or initialized to 0, as
shown in Fig. 19. Based on the fact that there was a recorded
answer that greeted the user's real name when the device was
started for the first time, and files with the same pattern name in
the previous Android mobile application directory analysis were
voice response files, we can be sure that the remaining files were
originally voice responses.

5. A digital forensic tool for NAVER Clova

The artifacts collected through five proposed analysis methods
can be found in Appendix A. Among the collected artifacts as shown
in Appendix A, this chapter describes the tool developed to collect
artifacts of command history that a user used to operate AI speaker
by using user credential information collected through packet
analysis. This tool works with NAVER Clova and has the function to
collect command history artifacts extracted in Section 4.1 directly
through communicationwith the cloudwithout using ClovaMobile
Application.

As shown in Fig. 20, the NAVER Clova Application provides a UI
that shows a user the history of commands executed prior. The
command record consists of a voice or text requests and responses,
and up to 100 records can be called. However, the number of
commands shown at a time is limited to about 20, thus we must
check each by using the scroll to see the previous command. In
addition, as shown in the above figure, one command occupies
most of the screen. Only the date is displayed without any specific
timestamp, so it is inefficient for an investigator to manually check
and investigate in a restricted environment.

The NAVER Clova Application uses a unique access token
assigned to each account for communication. To collect access to-
ken as shown in Fig. 21, a previously introduced analysis using a
proxy could be utilized. This investigation method can sometimes
be more effective than using Android mobile's storage space.
Because the integrity of the digital evidence may be damaged
during acquiring administrator authority on a mobile device.

According to the packet analysis results, the access token is
vulnerable to a replay attack because it can be reused. Therefore, if
only the access token of the user is identified, it is possible to obtain
the command history stored in 'prod-ni-cic.clova.ai' server without
restriction by root privileges. The Clova Digital Forensic Investiga-
tion tool has three menus: Program and Token Information, Voice
Command History, and Export to Excel. Left side of Fig. 22 shows
the Voice Command History is selected from those three menus. In
thismenu, the command history corresponding to the Access Token
entered in the previous menu, called ‘Program and Token Info’, is
obtained from the 'prod-ni-cic.clova.ai' server.

Among the command history data, the menu shows the Time-
stamp, Device Name, Client Name, Domain, Question, and Answer.
The conversationwith the AI speaker is in Korean, and the contents
are also in Korean, which contains information ranging from simple
music requests to a user's location and connected device informa-
tion. Please note that the contents of Question and Answer in Fig. 22
are originally written in Korean and translated into English. When
the conversation contained serious information (e.g., a keyword
such as a murder case or suicide), the domain variable value of the
command record data was confirmed as 'direct' and is indicated in
red. For example, one of the questions and answers contains 'Search
for the way to kill people' with 'Love all life'.

After exporting to Excel through third menu, timestamp, user
ID, request id, device name, client name, and other information can
be identified, as well as more detailed information than when

Fig. 14. Directory entry of ‘update.zip.’

Fig. 15. NAVER Clova speaker directory entry.

Fig. 16. BluetoothInfoKey.xml file contents.
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identifying the user command history using a normal mobile
application.

6. Discussion

An AI speaker with the cloud-based ecosystem has a common-
ality in that it is served through AI speakers, mobile applications,
and various IoT devices. In addition, AI speaker device platforms all
use Android-based operating systems, and Android mobile appli-
cations exist, although their supported functions are different.
Therefore, in the case that AI is embedded in a speaker or a mobile
device without a cloud, there may be a limit to collecting mean-
ingful information even with forensic analysis for packet commu-
nication. Furthermore, even in the case that an AI speaker uses the
operating system of the embedded device, it may be difficult to
analyze the data stored in the device because it contains very
limited information related to the file system and analysis. If there
are no mobile applications linked to AI speakers, we cannot use
some of the analysis methods proposed in this paper. As mentioned
in the previous analysis, AI speakers have a limitation in analyzing
encrypted packets because it is impossible to set up a proxy on the
speaker device itself. It may be difficult to overcome this limitation
if the speaker's data cannot be modified in real time.

Therefore, in the case of an Android mobile device with proxy
settings, forensic analysis based on the web proxy proposed in this

paper can help analyze encrypted packets, and various user arti-
facts can be collected from this analysis. After that, if we analyze the
stored data in the mobile application directory, compare the result
of this analysis with the packet analysis results, and perform cross
validation, the utility of the collected forensic artifact can increase.
The same process proceeds for AI speakers, but even if the analysis
does not exactly identify the data in the encrypted packets,
comparing its result with chip-off analysis results, unencrypted
packets, and the Android mobile application may yield sufficiently
meaningful results.

In addition, the limitation that real time access to data from an

Fig. 18. Recovered voice response files.

Fig. 17. Notification_log.db file contents and its time in UTC.

Fig. 19. Voice response file in hex view.

Fig. 20. Voice command history of Android Clova application.

Fig. 21. Access token information collected by Fiddler.
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AI speaker is impossible prevents in analysis of stored data as well
as proxy. Because some AI speakers reinstall all applications and
check for updates every time they are run, their existing data is
overwritten. In this case, if the metadata of the file system can be
clearly identified, one can attempt to restore the deleted file. In
addition, knowledge of the file system metadata is also used to
determine the beginning and end of multiple partitions within the
AI speaker. Therefore, digital forensic research on IoT devices
including AI speakers must be preceded by analysis using knowl-
edge of the device's file system. Finally, decompilation analysis (e.g.,
the APK) should be performed at the beginning of its release, if
possible. In the case of NAVER Clova, the 2.xx version is being used
in 2019. Debug mode remains in the 0.xx, 1.xx, and 2.xx versions,
but the difficulty and complexity of decompilation analysis has
increased sharply with newer versions. Therefore, it seems that
digital forensic research can be used to obtain more information
efficiently when few obstacles (e.g., code obfuscation) are present
during the initial product launch.

Finally, one of the things to consider when conducting digital
forensic research is the relevant legal issues. Digital forensics,
among other things, does not allow the integrity to be compro-
mised during the analysis process because only data acquired
through a legitimate analysis process can be deemed legally valid.
Due to this legal issue, the directory analysis method for Android
mobile applications will be available only for reference purposes,
such as receiving confessions, because its integrity is compromised
in the process of acquiring administrator privileges. However, the
analysis tool that utilizes Access Token extracted during packet
analysis are different. In the case of NAVER Clova, the tools used to
collect data directly from the service provider's cloud using a
legitimate communication protocol have sufficient legal force. In
addition, the identification information obtained from most ana-
lyses, including the record of the command collected through the
tool, helps the investigating agency easily acquire a concrete search
and seizure warrant. In addition, because the AI speaker chip-off
analysis can ensure integrity during imaging, immediate investi-
gation by an analyst is possible in case that a device is found in the
field.

7. Conclusion

Five digital forensic analysis methods and practices for four
types of AI speaker ecosystems from Korea's major Internet portals
and mobile carriers are proposed in this paper. In search for

network packet to identify the data stored in cloud, we performed
forensic research on an AI speaker and Android mobile application,
and we found that every request from a user stored in the cloud has
personal information, such as identification information and the
model name of used device. This is in contrast to the belief that AI
speaker manufacturers will do anonymization, also known as de-
identification, when storing personal information. In order to
analyze mobile device storage data from an AI speaker ecosystem,
we analyzed the package folder of an Android mobile application
and the flash memory of an AI speaker, and we found that both
mobile and speaker devices store personal information, such as a
user's name, address, and account information. Furthermore, we
confirmed that some personal information remains in mobile
application, even if we log out. In case of an AI speaker, we were
able to detect some speakers where voice response data were
deleted due to a power down by restoring deleted files. In addition,
in the case of the Kakao I speaker, all the voice response data was
stored without any deletion. We were able to analyze most
encrypted packets through proxy, but this analysis will be difficult if
the tunneled traffic increases through additional internal
authentication.

In future research, we will examine the tunneled session by
obtaining the key in the security analysis of key distribution step
and understanding the encryption algorithm through android
package decompilation. On the other hand, we will extend the
previously developed NAVER Clova prototype tool into an inte-
grated forensic framework for AI speaker ecosystem.
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Appendix A. Summary of Key Artifacts

Fig. 22. A digital forensics tool for NAVER Clova.
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Category Vendor AI Cloud (Packet
Analysis)

Android mobile (Android Chip-off
Analysis)

AI speaker (AI Speaker Chip-off Analysis)

User Information:
Information that

can be used or
helpful in
identifying a
user (e.g. user's
name,
Interlocking
Account Data,
MAC, address,
ID, email, Key
value, Wifi MAC,
etc.)

NAVER auth.clova.ai
(/user_profile/
personal_info/*)
prod-ni-cic.clova.ai
(/result/{DEVICE_#}/*)

shared_prefs/
(NaverOAuthLoginPreferenceData.xml
clova.xml)

root\data\ai.clova.cdk.service\shared_prefs (BluetoothInfoKey.xml,
UserInfoKey.xml)

KAKAO auth.kakao.com
(/account/profile/*)
app.i.kakao.com
(/contents/
{DEVICE_#})

shared_prefs/
(CrashReporter.Crashlytics.xml)

P6\misc\bluedroid\(bt_config.xml)
P6\data\com.kakao.i.speaker\shared_prefs\(kakaoi.pref.xml)

SKT api.sktnugu.com
(/*,/simpleSetting/*,
accountSetting/*)

shared_prefs/(optiondata.xml) userdata\data\com.skt.aicloud.speaker.service\shared_prefs\(AICloud.xml)

KT gbas.megatvdnp.co.kr
(/user*,/devList/*)
gsvr.ktipmedia.co.kr
(/devUserList/
{USER_#}/*)

shared_prefs/(*.xml) data\com.kt.gigagenie.launcher\databases\ (launcherCommon.db)

Time:
Hard to deduce a

specific
command, but
relevant
information to
build an event
timeline. (e.g.,
use time, boot
time, end time,
package usage
history, and
alarm setting
history)

NAVER prod-ni-cic.clova.ai
(/meta/*)

app_webview/(*) root\system\notification_log.db
root\misc\bootstat\last_boot_time_utc.txt

KAKAO app.i.kakao.com
(/result/result/*) app.i.
kakao.com
/alarms/{alarm_#}

databases/
(com.kakao.kinsight.sdk.android.~.sqlite)

data\com.android.providers.media\databases\(external.db)

SKT pif.t-aicloud.com
(/clientStatus/*)

databases/(aladdin.db) system\usagestats\(usage-history)

KT gdialog.ktipmedia.com files/(dxshield.sys) data\com.kt.gigagenie.tts\shared_prefs\ (com.kt.gigagenie.tts.xml)
system\(appops.xml)

History:
Information about

the command
history that can
be used to infer
the user's
command (e.g.,
cookie data,
webview data,
cache image,
event recording)

NAVER prod-ni-cic.clova.ai
(/result/historyQuery/
*)

cache/clova/(*.mp3)
cache/org.chromium.android_webview/
(*_0, *_1)
cache/image_manager_disk_cache/(*.0)

[deleted] nvoice_{hash}.mp3

KAKAO kinsight-
event.kakao.com
(/sessions/events/
*,/sessions/headers/*)

- data\com.android.providers.media\databases\(external.db)
media\0\KakaoICache\audio\(cached.{hash}.mp3)

SKT e databases/(aladdin.db)
cache/image_manager_disk_cache/(*.0)
app_webview/(*)

data\com.skt.aicloud.speaker.service\databases\ (AladdinGeneral.db)

KT gdialog.ktipmedia.com cache/picasso-cache/(*.0, *.1) system\recent_tasks\(#_task.xml)
system\recent_images (#_task_thumbnail.png)
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